A cube tiling of ℝ d is a family of axis-parallel pairwise disjoint cubes [0, 1) d + T = {[0, 1) d + t : t ∈ T} that cover ℝ d . Two cubes [0, 1) d + t, [0, 1) d + s are called a twin pair if their closures have a complete facet in common. In 1930, Keller conjectured that in every cube tiling of ℝ d there is a twin pair. Keller's conjecture is true for dimensions d ≤ 6 and false for all dimensions d ≥ 8. For d = 7 the conjecture is still open. Let x ∈ ℝ d , i ∈ [d], and let L (T, x, i) be the set of all ith coordinates t i of vectors t ∈ T such that ([0, 1) d +t)∩ ([0, 1] d +x) ̸ = 0 and t i ≤ x i . Let r − (T) = min x∈ℝ d max 1≤i≤d |L(T, x, i)| and r + (T) = max x∈ℝ d max 1≤i≤d |L(T, x, i)|. It is known that Keller's conjecture is true in dimension seven for cube tilings [0, 1) 7 + T for which r − (T) ≤ 2. In the present paper we show that it is also true for d = 7 if r + (T) ≥ 6. Thus, if [0, 1) d + T is a counterexample to Keller's conjecture in dimension seven, then r − (T), r + (T) ∈ {3, 4, 5}.
Introduction
In 1907, Minkowski [20] conjectured that in every lattice cube tiling of ℝ d , i.e. when T is a lattice in ℝ d , there is a twin pair, and in 1930, Keller [9] generalized this conjecture to any cube tiling of ℝ d . Minkowski's conjecture was confirmed by Hajós [8] in 1941. In 1940, Perron [21] proved that Keller's conjecture is true for all dimensions d ≤ 6. In 1986, Szabó [23] showed that if there is a counterexample to Keller's conjecture in dimension d, then there is a counterexample two-periodic cube tiling [0, 1) n + T of ℝ n , where T ⊂ 1 2 ℤ n and d ≤ n. Moreover, Corrádi and Szabó [2] reduced Keller's conjecture for T ⊂ 1 2 ℤ d to a problem in graph theory. They defined a d-dimensional Keller graph whose vertices are all strings from the set {0, 1, 2, 3} d . Two vertices are adjacent if they differ in at least two positions, and in one position the difference is two modulo four. Thus, Keller's cube tiling conjecture says that a maximum clique in a d-dimensional Keller graph has less than 2 d vertices. The results of Corrádi and Szabó inspired Lagarias and Shor [14] who, in 1992, constructed a cube tiling of ℝ 10 which does not contain a twin pair and thereby refuted Keller's cube tiling conjecture. Finally, in 2002, Mackey [19] gave a counterexample to Keller's conjecture in dimension eight, which also shows that this conjecture is false in dimension nine. For d = 7 Keller's conjecture is still open.
Let [0, 1) d + T be a cube tiling. We attach to each x = (x 1 , . . . , The problem of existence of a twin pair in a cube tiling [0, 1) d + T of ℝ d can in some cases be expressed in terms of the quantities r + (T) and r − (T). In 2010, Debroni et al. [4] computed that the maximum clique in the The box K is said to be proper if K i ̸ = X i for each i ∈ [d] . Two boxes K and G in X are called dichotomous if there is i ∈ [d] such that K i = X i \ G i . A suit is any collection of pairwise dichotomous boxes. A suit is proper if it consists of proper boxes. A non-empty set F ⊆ X is said to be a polybox if there is a suit F for F, i.e. if ⋃ F = F. In other words, F is a polybox if it has a partition into pairwise dichotomous boxes. A polybox F is rigid if it has exactly one suit, that is if F and G are suits for a rigid polybox, then F = G . See Figures 2c and 3d, e; the polyboxes ⋃ F 3,A and ⋃ F 3,A in Figure 5 are not rigid. The unique suit for a rigid polybox is also called a rigid system of boxes. In many cases the structure of a suit depends on the rigidity of some of its subsets. For example, the existence of a twin pair in a suit for a d-box X may depend on the rigidity of the sets on the right side of (2.1); see also Section 2.8. Moreover, the size of a suit can be estimated based on the rigidity of a part of it; see the comment before Figure 10 . The important property of proper suits is that, for every proper suits F and G for a polybox F, we have |F | = |G |; see the suits F 3,A and F 3,A in Figure 5 . Thus we can define the box number |F| 0 as the number of boxes in any proper suit for the polybox F; compare (2.4) and Theorem 2.4 in [11] . In Figure 5 we have | ⋃ F 3,A | 0 = 3. Obviously, the above property is not true for suits which are not proper; see Figure 7a . A proper suit for a d-box X is called a minimal partition of X; see Figures 3 and 5. In [7] we showed: A family C ⊂ Box(X) is called a simple partition of X if for every K, G ∈ C and every i ∈ [d] we have K i = G i or, if G i ̸ = X i , K i = X i \ G i and C is a suit for X; see Figures 3b, 3c. Two boxes K, G ⊂ X are said to be a twin pair if K j = X j \ G j for some j ∈ [d] and K i = G i for every i ∈ [d] \ {j}. Alternatively, two dichotomous boxes K, G are a twin pair if K ∪ G is a box. (In Figure 3 , Partitions a, b, c contains twin pairs, while the suits in Figure 3d , 3e do not contain a twin pair.) Observe that the suit for a rigid polybox cannot contain a twin pair.
The structure of a minimal partition
In order to sketch our approach to the problem of the existence of twin pairs in a cube tiling of ℝ d , we describe the structure of a minimal partition.
Let X be a d-box. A set l i = {x 1 } × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × {x i−1 } × X i × {x i+1 } × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × {x d }, where x j ∈ X j for j ∈ [d] \ {i}, is called a line in X. A set F ⊆ X is called an i-cylinder (see Figure 4 ) if for every line l i one has l i ∩ F = l i or l i ∩ F = 0.
Figure 4:
The set on the left is a 3-cylinder in X = [0, 1] 3 , and the set on the right is not because the line l 3 = {x} × {y} × [0, 1] has a non-empty intersection with this set but l 3 is not entirely contained in it.
Let F be a minimal partition, and let B ⊂ X i be a set such that there is a box K ∈ F with K i ∈ {B, B c }, where B c = X i \ B. Let
The structure of a minimal partition in terms of graph theory
We now present a graph-theoretic description of the structure of minimal partitions proposed by Lawrence [16] , Corrádi and Szabó [3] , see also [15] . Let G 1 , . . . , G d be bipartite graphs with the same vertex set V, where |V| = 2 d , such that each of them is a disjoint union of regular complete bipartite graphs. Let G 1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ G d be the complete graph with the vertex set V. We show that every minimal partition F induces in a natural way the graphs G 1 , . . . , G d with the vertex set V = F .
Since F is a minimal partition, for every i ∈ [d] the partition F has a representation of the form (2.1). Two vertices K, G ∈ V are adjacent in G i if there is j ∈ [k i ] such that K ∈ F i,B j and G ∈ F i,(B j ) c or G ∈ F i,B j and K ∈ F i,(B j ) c . Obviously, G i is a bipartite graph of V. Since for every j ∈ [k i ] and every K ∈ F i,B j the box K is dichotomous to every G ∈ F i,(B j ) c and vice versa, the graph G i decomposes into precisely k i pairwise disjoint regular complete bipartite graphs (recall that |F i,B j | = |F i,(B j ) c |) each of which has the vertex set
Since every two boxes in the minimal partition F are dichotomous,
Conversely, every family G 1 , . . . , G d of bipartite graphs on V with the above properties induces a minimal partition of a d-box X. To show this, for every i ∈ [d] let X i be an arbitrary set which has at least k i proper sub-
By the definition of K v for every v ∈ V the box K v is proper in X. Since G 1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ G d is a complete graph, for every two vertices v, w ∈ V the boxes K v and K w are dichotomous, and since |V| = 2 d , by Theorem 2.1, the family F V = {K v : v ∈ V} is a minimal partition.
In the above graph approach, Keller's conjecture says (in brackets the notation for dichotomous boxes is given): There is i ∈ [d] and an edge e in G i (there are K ∈ F i,B and G ∈ F i,B c ) such that the graph G j ∪ e contains a triangle for every j ∈
Cube tilings and dichotomous boxes
Every two cubes [0, 1) d + t and [0, 1) d + p in an arbitrary cube tiling [0, 1) d + T of ℝ d satisfy Keller's condition:
where t i and p i are ith coordinates of the vectors t and p; see [9] . For any cube [0,
by Keller's condition, dichotomous:
There is i ∈ [d] such that K i and G i are disjoint and K i ∪ G i = [0, 1] + x i . Moreover, since cubes in cube tilings are half-open, every box K ∈ F x is proper, and consequently the family F x is a minimal partition. The structure of the partition F x reflects the local structure of the cube tiling [0, 1) d + T. Obviously, a cube tiling [0, 1) d + T contains a twin pair if and only if the partition F x contains a twin pair for some x ∈ ℝ d ; see [16; 21] and Figure 1 . Observe also that if F
Dichotomous words and polybox codes
The results in the present paper are formulated and proved in full generality. Suits have the form of systems of abstract words. We collect below basic notions concerning words; details can be found in [11] .
A set S of arbitrary objects will be called an alphabet, and the elements of S will be called letters. A permutation s → s of the alphabet S such that s = (s ) = s and s ̸ = s is said to be a complementation. We add a special letter * to the set S and the set S ∪ { * } is denoted by * S. We set * = * and the letter * is the only letter with this property (compare also the beginning of the next section). Each sequence of letters s 1 . . . s d from the set * S is called a word. The set of all words of length d is denoted by ( * S) d , and by S d we denote the set of all words s 1 . . . s d such that s i ̸ = * for every i ∈ [d]. Let S be an alphabet with a fixed complementation. Two words u = u 1 . . .
such that u j ̸ = * and u j = v j . Clearly, the dichotomy of the words u, v depends on a particular choice of a complementation. For example, if S = {0, 1, 2, 3} and 0 = 2 and 1 = 3, then the words u = 000 and v = 200 are dichotomous. But if a complementation on S is given by 0 = 1 and 2 = 3, then these two words are not dichotomous. From now on we assume that S is equipped with an arbitrary fixed complementation. If we need some special complementation on S, it will be clearly stated.
If V ⊂ ( * S) d consists of pairwise dichotomous words, then we call it a polybox code (or polybox genome). In the next section we give examples of polybox codes and their relationships with suits. A pair of words
where l j , l j ∈ * S and V i,l j ∪ V i,l j ̸ = 0 for j ∈ [k i ], will be called a distribution of words in V. We discuss briefly a connection between dichotomous words and adjacent vertices in a d-dimensional Keller graph (see Section 1) . Recall that two vertices v and w in the d-dimensional Keller graph on the vertex
Define a complementation on the alphabet {0, 1, 2, 3} by 0 = 2 and 1 = 3. Thus two vertices v, w ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} d are adjacent in the Keller graph if and only if the words v, w are dichotomous and they do not form a twin pair. In the paper we consider polybox codes V whose words are written down in an alphabet S which has more than four letters and therefore the elements of V cannot be considered as vertices of the Keller graph. But when V ⊂ S d , where S = {a, a , b, b }, the reader who is familiar with Keller graphs may assume that 0 = a, 2 = a , 1 = b and 3 = b .
Realizations of polybox codes
(This is why the letter * is special.) We define the mapping f :
For a function f defined in this fashion we say that it preserves dichotomies.
: v ∈ V} is said to be a realization of the set of words V. For example, the family {A, B} in Figure 2a is a realization Figure 6 . A polybox code V ⊂ ( * S) d is called a partition code if any realization f(V) of V is a suit for a d-box X. For example, W = {a * , a * } is a partition code (compare Figure 3c for f(W), where f 1 (a) = [0, 1 2 )), while V = {aa, a * } is not a partition code, where a ∈ S (see Figure 2a for f(V)). Observe that if V ⊂ S d is a partition code, then f(V) is a minimal partition. Indeed, since v ∈ S d for every v ∈ V, the box f(v) is proper and thus f(V) is a proper suit for X. Moreover, if a partition code V ⊂ S d has a distribution of words of the form (2.2), and F is an exact realization of V, then for every j We will exploit an abstract but very useful realization of polybox codes. This sort of realization was invented in [1] , where it was the crucial tool in proving the main theorem of that paper.
Let S be an alphabet with a complementation, and let 
The equicomplementary realization of the code V is the family
If S is finite, s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ S and s i ̸ ∈ {s j , s j } for every i ̸ = j, then
In the paper we assume that S is finite, unless explicitly stated otherwise. (Since we are working with a finite number of codes V 1 , . . . , V k ⊂ S d , if S has infinite number of elements, the set S 1 ⊂ S consisting of all the letters that appear in the words from In a general case the above lemma is not true; for three given boxes K, G and H in a d-box X such that K and G are dichotomous and K ∩ H, G ∩ H belong to a simple partition of H, it can happen that K and G are not members of the same simple partition of X. 
)} of H. But K and G do not belong to the same simple partition of X because K 1 ̸ ∈ {G 1 , X 1 \ G 1 }. In our proofs we need a realization of polybox codes with "good" properties such as these given in Lemma 2.2. The realization E(V) of V is the best possible for our purposes as we show in Section 2.9.
Let V ⊂ ( * S) d be a polybox code, and let f(V) be an exact realization of V. The code V has infinitely many exact realizations which may be very different from each other. For example, the partitions in Figures 6a-6c are pairwise different but they are all the exact realizations of the polybox code V = {aa, aa , a b, a b }. The differences can even be related to the number of dimensions of a specific partition; the sets in Partition 6c are 3-dimensional, but this partition can be regarded as 2-dimensional minimal partition with the same structure as Partitions 6a and 6b. 
Equivalent and rigid polybox codes
, 1] × [0, 1] (obviously, one can find a realization g(W) such that g(v) ⊂ ⋃ g(W)). It can be easily checked that for every l ∈ * S the word w = la is covered by W (see also Example 2.8).
If v ⊑ W for every v ∈ V, then we write V ⊑ W. Polybox codes V, W ⊂ ( * S) d are said to be equivalent if V ⊑ W and W ⊑ V; see 
(2.5) see Figure 12 for (2.4) and Examples 2.3 and 2.8 for (2.5). Observe that it follows from the above that if a polybox codes W ⊆ S d is not rigid (which means that v ⊑ W and v ̸ ∈ W for some v ∈ S d , where |S| ≥ 4), then W has to contain the above described words w and u.
The definition of the relation ⊑ is a rather cumbersome tool to decide whether w ⊑ V. Below we give a very useful and easy test, especially in the computations, to check whether w ⊑ V. 3 . In (a) we have realizations of equivalent polybox codes V and W, where V = {l 1 * * , l 1 l 2 l 3 } (on the left) and W = {l 1 * l 3 , l 1 l 2 l 3 , * l 2 l 3 } (on the right). In (b) we have realizations of equivalent polybox codes U and Q, where U = {l 1 l 2 * , * l 2 l 3 , l 1 l 2 l 3 } (on the left) and Q = { * l 2 l 3 , l 1 * l 3 , l 1 l 2 l 3 } (on the right). In these realizations we have f i (l i ) = [0, 1 2 ) and f i ( * ) = [0, 1] for i = 1, 2, 3.
Let g :
It follows from the definition of equivalent polybox codes V, W ⊆ S d and (2.7) that V and W are equivalent if and 4 , and if l = a, then ∑ v∈V g(v, bbbl) = 2 + 2 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 0 = 2 4 . Therefore, for every l ∈ S, by (2.7), bbbl ⊑ V. (Thus V has to contain two words v, u described in (2.5). These are aaaa and a a a a.) In particular, for every l ∈ S the twin pair bbbl, bbbl is covered by V. Obviously, again by (2.7), this means that for every realization f(V) the boxes f(bbbl) and f(bbbl ) are contained in ⋃ f(V). It can be checked that
Thus every such word w is not covered by V. Occasionally, we denote this relationship by w ̸ ⊑ V. Moreover, it follows from the above that V is rigid.
Let s * = * ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ * ∈ ( * S) d and letḡ ( ⋅ , s * ) : ( * S) d → ℤ be defined as follows:
Proof. By (2.3), the definition ofḡ and the equality
2 Corollary 2.5. Let V ⊂ S d be a polybox code and let u ∈ S d . For every v ∈ V letv ∈ ( * S) d be defined in the following way:
and by the definition of the functionḡ , we
With the set of all proper boxes in X we associate the set of words
, is a polybox code, and the suit F is an exact realization of V. (Of course, this is one of the many ways of receiving polybox codes for suits.) Lemma 2.6. Let X be a d-box, F ⊆ X be a polybox, and let F and G be suits for F. The polybox codes V = {K 1 . . .
The case G 1 ̸ ⊂ K 1 is considered in a very similar way: For every
Letx ∈ G 1 and let x ∈ G be such that x 1 c =x 1 c . We have three possibilities:
Thus,x ∈ ⋃ K∈F K 1 and the proof of (2.8) is completed.
Let
Along the same lines as for k = 1 we show that 
for every mapping f that preserves dichotomies (see Section 2.6). Thus the simplest reformulation of the above theorem in the terms of dichotomous boxes is the following: For every d-box X and every two proper suits F and G which do not contain a twin pair, if ⋃ F = ⋃ G and F ∩ G = 0, then |F | ≥ 12. Equivalently: For every d-box X and every polybox F ⊂ X, if there is a proper suit F for F which does not contain a twin pair and |F| 0 ≤ 11 (that is |F | ≤ 11), then every proper suit G for F contains a twin pair or G = F (Corollary 4.6). This result was announced in Section 2.2. In Section 4 we give a short proof of it.
Let S = {0, 1, 2, 3}, and let 0 = 2 and 1 = 3 (compare Section 2.5). Since now S = {0, 1, 2, 3} is an alphabet with a complementation, we can speak about equivalent cliques in a d-dimensional Keller graph in the sense of the definition from Section 2.7. Theorem 2.7 for cliques in a d-dimensional Keller graph reads as follows: Every two equivalent cliques in a d-dimensional Keller graph with at most 11 vertices are equal. We prove it in the last section of the paper (Corollary 5.5) where we also discuss some issues related to the Keller graph.
We emphasize that Theorem 2.7 applies to polybox codes whose words belong to S d , where S is an arbitrary finite alphabet with a complementation, while vertices in a d-dimensional Keller graph are elements of {0, 1, 2, 3} d .
Geometry of dichotomous boxes
In this section we describe the main techniques which are used in the paper. They are based on the properties of the realization E(V) (see (2.3) ).
Usually we consider two disjoint and equivalent polybox codes V ⊂ ( * S) d and W ⊂ ( * S) d . Recall that polybox codes V and W are equivalent if and only if ⋃
Our goal is to reveal the structure of V and W or estimate the cardinality of V (if V, W ⊂ S d and V, W are equivalent, then |V| = |W|). Below we describe the most important techniques applied in the paper.
The structure of V from the suit forw. Let w ⊑ V. Thenw ⊆ ⋃ E(V) and the set of boxes F w = {w∩v : v ∈ V} is a suit forw. In Example 2.8 we show what kind of information can be obtained from the structure of F w . 
, is a 3cylinder in the boxw. Therefore ⋃{(w∩v ) 3 : v ∈ Q} = ⋃{(w∩v ) 3 : v ∈ P}. Thus the polybox ⋃{(w∩v ) 3 c : v ∈ Q} is divided twice into pairwise dichotomous boxes without twin pairs and |Q| = |P| = 2. In Lemma 3.1 we show that these two data allow us predict the structure of Q 3 c and P 3 c : Q 3 c = {ba, a a } and P 3 c = {aa, a b}.
The structure of W from the distribution of words in V. Below, in (P), (V), (C) and (Co) we show how to use information on a distribution of words in V of the form (2.2) to say something about the distribution of words in W.
Let V, W, U ⊂ S d be polybox codes and assume that V and W are equivalent. Figure 9A , where l = a). Figure 9A ). Figure 9C , where r ∈ {x, y, z, t}).
(V): Volumes. Let |V i,l | = n and |V i,l | = m, and let n < m. Since all boxesȗ with u ∈ S d are of the same size and n < m, by (P) we have |W i,l | ≥ m − n.
where {x} stands at the ith position.
The structure of V and W from slices of the sets ⋃ E(V) and ⋃ E(W) by a set π i x . Since V ⊂ ( * S) d is a polybox code, the slice π i x ∩ ⋃ E(V) is a "flat" polybox in (ES) d , that is boxes which are contained in this polybox have the factor {x} at the ith position.
Therefore, we define a polybox (π i
The polybox (π i x ∩ ⋃ E(V)) i c does not depend on a particular choice of a polybox code because if W is an equivalent polybox code to V, then ⋃ E(V) = ⋃ E(W), and hence (π i 
We will slice a polybox ⋃ E(V) by the set π i x for various x ∈ ES; see (S). In particular, we will pay attention whether the polybox code {v i c : v ∈ V and π i x ∩v ̸ = 0} is rigid (see Figure 10 ) because its rigidity allows us to estimate the number of words in V and W.
Recall that the box number |F| 0 is the number of boxes in any proper suit for the polybox F. From (2.3) we deduce the following lemma which is useful in estimating the number of words in a polybox code by slices. Lemma 2.9. Let V ⊆ S d be a polybox code. Assume that there are letters l 1 
Let us divide the set S into two disjoint sets S 0 and S 1 such that S 1 = {l : l ∈ S 0 }. Since l 1 ̸ ∈ {l 2 , l 2 }, we can assume that l 1 , l 2 ∈ S 0 . We also divide the set A into two disjoint sets B and C such that B ⊆ S 0 and C ⊆ S 1 
The structure of V from the equality ∑ v∈V g(v, w) = 2 d . Let V, W ⊂ S d be equivalent and disjoint polybox codes. Then for every w ∈ W we have w ⊑ V and w ̸ ∈ V. By (2.7), ∑ v∈V g(v, w) = 2 d , where g(v, w) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 d−1 } for every v ∈ V. Assume that w = b . . . b and let {v 1 , . . . , v k } ⊆ V be such thatw ∩v i ̸ = 0 for every i ∈ [k] and w ⊑ {v 1 , . . . , v k }. The solutions of the system of the equations
, show the frequency of the letter b in the words from the set {v 1 , . . . , v k }.
We explain this in the following example. Recall first that g(v, w)
In the example we assume that d = 3, w = bbb and k = 5. The above system has two solutions: x 1 = 0, x 2 = 3, x 3 = 2 and x 1 = 1, x 2 = 0, x 3 = 4. It follows from the first solution that in the set {v 1 , . . . , v 5 } there are exactly three words such that each of them contains exactly one letter b and two words which have no letter b or, by the second solution, in the set {v 1 , . . . , v 5 } there is exactly one word with two letters b and the rest four words have no letter b. This observation is quite useful in the computations as it restricts the number of words which have to be considered during computations. In the same way we can use the equality from Lemma 2.4.
Graph of siblings on a polybox code
In Section 2.9 we described slices of a polybox ⋃ E(V) by the sets π i x . Observe that if the set of boxes {v i c : v ∈ V and π i x ∩v ̸ = 0} contains a twin pair, say v i c and w i c , and V does not contain a twin pair, then v i ̸ ∈ {w i , w i } (see Figure 10 , the picture on the left). As we will see the number of such pairs v, w in V can help in estimates of the number of words in polybox codes V. Therefore we now define a graph on a polybox code V.
and such that the pair u i c , v i c is a twin pair are called i-siblings (in Figure 10 
The vertices u and w are dichotomous, and therefore u k = w n and k = n, which means that u, w are a twin pair, which is a contradiction.) Similarly it is easy to see that the graph G does not contain triangles. 
for some i ∈ [d] and some l ∈ S.
Proof. By N(u) and N(v) we denote the set of all neighbors of u and v, respectively. Assume without loss of generality that u = ll . . . l and v = sl . . . l, where s ̸ ∈ {l, l }, and u i = l, v i = l for some i ∈ {2, . . . , d}. Arrange the words from the set N(u) ∪ N(v) into a matrix A such that words from N(u) ∪ N(v) form the rows of A. By the definition of i-siblings, for every w ∈ (N(u) ∪ N(v)) \ {u, v} at most one letter w i , where i ∈ {2, . . . , d}, can be different from l and l . Therefore, if for every i ∈ {2, . . . , d} there are at least three letters in the ith column of A which are different from l and l , then there are at least 3(d − 1) + 2 words in the set N(u) ∪ N(v), which is impossible. Thus there is i ∈ {2, . . . , d} such that there are at least 2d − 2 words in N(u) ∪ N(v) ⊂ V with the letter l or l at the ith position, and then |V i,l ∪ V i,l | ≥ 2d − 2. The proof of (2.10) is very similar.
2
By d(G) we denote the average degree of a graph G, and N(S) denotes the set of all neighbors of vertices v ∈ S. In the sequel we will need the following lemma, which is probably known. Proof. Let V 1 ⊂ V be the set of all vertices v such that d(v) > m/2, and let E 1 ⊂ E be the set of all edges which are incident with vertices from V 1 . Since there is no edge with endpoints in the set V 1 , the graph G 1 = (V, E 1 ) is a bipartite with the bipartition {V 1 , V \ V 1 }. We will show that the graph G 1 contains a matching of V 1 . To do this, let S ⊂ V 1 . The number of edges in E 1 which are incident with vertices from S is greater than |S|m/2. On the other hand the number of edges in E 1 , which are incident with vertices from N(S) ⊂ V \ V 1 , is at most |N(S)|m/2. Each edge from E 1 is incident with S if and only if it is incident with N(S). Therefore |N(S)|m/2 > |S|m/2 and thus |N(S)| > |S|. By the marriage theorem, there is a matching of the set V 1 . Let V 2 ⊂ V \ V 1 be the set of endpoints of edges from the matching of V 1 . Then |V 1 | = |V 2 | and consequently
Notice that if u, v are i-siblings in a polybox code V such that u i = l and v i = s, then for every x ∈ El ∩ Es the set {w i c : w ∈ V and π i x ∩w ̸ = 0} contains the twin pair u i c , v i c (see Figure 10 ).
Small polybox codes without twin pairs
In graph theory it is very important to know the structure of all small graphs, that is, the graphs with a small number of vertices. Similarly in the case of polybox codes it is very useful to know the structure of codes with a few words. In this section we describe first the structures of two equivalent polybox codes without twin pairs having two words each, and next we give the structures of two partition codes without twin pairs with five and six words. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality thatw ∩v ̸ = 0 andq ∩v ̸ = 0. Thus there is k ∈ [d] such that w k = q k , q k ̸ = * andv k c ⊆w k c ∩q k c . Since w and q are not a twin pair, we havew k c \q k c ∪q k c \w k c ̸ = 0. Assume that w k c \q k c ̸ = 0. Observe that a point x ∈w such that x k c ∈w k c \q k c cannot be contained inv . Therefore x ∈ȗ . This means thatȗ ∩q = 0, for otherwiseȗ ∩ ((ES) d \ (w ∪q )) ̸ = 0, which is impossible. Thenv =w ∩v ∪q
Since Eq k ⊊ Ev k , it follows by (2.3) that Ev k = ES and similarly Ew j = ES, which means that v k = * and w j = * . Let v j = l 2 and w k = l 1 . Then w A = l 1 * and v A = * l 2 . Sincev k c =q k c , w k = q k andȗ j c =w j c , u j = v j , we have q A = l 1 l 2 and u A = l 1 l 2 .
To prove the second part of the lemma, let U and P be the polybox codes such that the suits F = {s ∩v ,s ∩ȗ } and G = {s ∩w,s ∩q } are their exact realization in the d-box X =s , respectively, where U and P are obtained in the manner described at the end of Section 2.7:
Since ⋃ F = ⋃ G , by Lemma 2.6 the codes U and P are equivalent. As |U| = |P| = 2, by the first part of the lemma we obtain
We now describe the structure of partition codes with five (see Figure 12 ) and six words which do not contain twin pairs. 
The points x 1 , x 2 , x 3 are pairwise different. Let us observe that for every k, m ∈ {1, 2, 3}, k ̸ = m, if x k , x m ∈w for some w ∈ ( * S) d , then, asw,ȗ are boxes,ȗ ∩w ̸ = 0 and consequently w ∉ V. Moreover, x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ̸ ∈v and x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ̸ ∈ȗ . Therefore |V| ≥ 5. In the same manner we show that, if h ≥ 5, then at least five words are needed to complete the set {u, v} to a partition code.
Let |V| = 5, and let v A = l 1 l 2 l 3 and u A = l 1 l 2 l 3 . By Lemma 2.4, for every w ∈ V\{v, u}. Since every two words in V are dichotomous, we have (V\{v, u}) A = { * l 2 l 3 , l 1 * l 3 , l 1 l 2 * } and w A c = * . . . * for every w ∈ V.
Proof of (b). Let C, v, u and h be such as in the proof of the part (a). If h ≥ 5, then, in a similar way as in the proof of (a), we show that at least five words is needed to complete the set {u, v} to a partition code. Thus h = 3 and thereforeḡ (u,
Assume on the contrary that for every i ∈ [d] and l ∈ S we have V ̸ = V i,l ∪ V i,l . Then, by (a),ḡ (v i , s * ) ≤ 2 d−2 for every v i ∈ V. We use again Lemma 2.4. We consider the system of equations
where x i are non-negative integers. Since x 3 ≥ 2, becauseḡ (u, s * ) =ḡ (v, s * ) = 2 d−3 , we consider only one solution of this system: x 2 = 2, x 3 = 4 (the second solution is x 4 = 2, x 3 = 1, x 2 = 3). Therefore,
for i = 3, . . . , 6. Let us consider the realization E(V). Clearly, we can assume that for every i ∈ [d] there is v ∈ V such that v i ̸ = * , for otherwise we consider the code V i c ⊂ ( * S) d−1 . Observe now that every non-empty i-cylinder C i = ⋃{v j : v j i ∈ {l, l }} with l ∈ S and i ∈ [d] has to contain at least four boxes. Indeed, if, on the contrary, C i =v j ∪v k , then v j and v k form a twin pair, and if
, then v j and v k are twins, asv j i c ∪v k i c =v n i c , and thusv j ∪v k is a box, which is equivalent to saying that v j and v k form a twin pair. This is a contradiction.
It follows from the above and (3.2) that we can always choose i ∈ [d] such that v 1 i = v 2 i = * or v k i = v n i = * for some k ∈ {1, 2} and n ∈ {3, . . . , 6}. In the first case we have C i =v 3 ∪v 4 ∪v 5 ∪v 6 . Since C i is an i-cylinder and (3.2), we can assume thatv In the second case the set ⋃{s : s ∈ V\{v k , v n }, s i ̸ = * } cannot be an i-cylinder. Indeed, we haveḡ
Therefore, the boxes from the set {s : s ∈ V \ {v k , v n }, s i ̸ = * } cannot be divided into two parts (one with all words having s i at the ith position and the second with words having the letter s i at the ith position) with the same sizes.
Thus there is a word, say v 1 , in the code V such thatḡ
The form of V i,l is guaranteed by the part (a). This completes the proof of (b).
2 Figure 12 : Let * S = {a, a , * }. On the right we see a realization f(V) (in X = [0, 1] 3 ) of the code V = {l 1 l 2 l 3 , l 1 l 2 l 3 , * l 2 l 3 , l 1 * l 3 , l 1 l 2 * } for l 1 = l 2 = l 3 = a and on the left for l 1 = l 2 = l 3 = a , where f i (a) = [0, 1 2 ) and f i ( * ) = [0, 1] for i = 1, 2, 3. The words v and w, where v = l 1 l 2 l 3 and w = l 1 l 2 l 3 are such as in (2.4). 
and v i = u i for every i ∈ A c and v ∈ V. In particular, V is rigid. Proof of (a). We consider the codeV = {v : v ∈ V}, wherev i = v i if v i ̸ = u i andv i = * if v i = u i . By Corollary 2.5, the setV is a partition code. Since V does not contain a twin pair,V does not contain a twin pair. By Lemma 3.2 (a), |V| ≥ 5, and thus |V| ≥ 5, because |V| = |V|.
Proof of (b). By Lemma 3.2, if |V| = 5, the codeV is of the form described in the Part (a) of this lemma, and thus, by the definition ofV, the form of the polybox code V is given in the corollary. To show that V is rigid, it is enough to observe that the only word which can be covered by V is u. by (2.3) , there is x ∈w with x i ∈ Ew i \ Eu i and then x ̸ ∈v for every v ∈ V).
If w i j ∈ {l 1 , l 1 , l 2 , l 2 , l 3 , l 3 } for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, thenw ∩v = 0 for some v ∈ V. Then w ⊑ V \ {v}, which contradicts the first part of the lemma. Thus w i j ̸ ∈ {l 1 , l 1 , l 2 , l 2 , l 3 , l 3 } for every i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. If w i j ̸ = u i j for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then g(v, w) = 2 d−2 for at most two words v ∈ V and g(v, w) = 2 d−3 for the remaining v ∈ V. Then ∑ v∈V g(v, w) < 2 d , and by (2.7), w ̸ ⊑ V. Thus w = u, and consequently V is rigid. Proof of (c). This is similar to the proof of (b), but instead of Lemma 3.2 (a) we use Lemma 3.2 (b). Proof. It is enough to prove the lemma for d = 3. If |V| ≤ 5, then the rigidity of V is guaranteed by Corollary 3.3. It is easy to show (see [17] ) that for every partition code U ⊆ S 3 we have U = U i,l ∪ U i,l for some i ∈ [3] and some l ∈ S or
. It was shown in [6] that every polybox code V ⊆ S 3 with at least five words is extensible to a partition code, that is, there is a code V ⊂ S 3 such that V ∪ V is a partition code. Note that every three words in U i,l and U i,l contain a twin pair because U i,l i c and U i,l i c are partition codes in dimension two. Therefore any polybox code V ⊂ S 3 with |V| ≥ 6 contains a twin pair.
4 Equivalent polybox codes without twin pairs
In this section we prove Theorem 2.7. We first prove three lemmas on the properties of polybox codes and next we give special cases in which Theorem 2.7 holds. Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there is a polybox code W which is equivalent to V and V ∩ W = 0 (observe that the code W can contain a twin pair). We proceed by induction on d. By Corollary 3.4, the lemma is true for d ≤ 3. Let d ≥ 4. We will show first that V i,l ̸ = 0 for every i ∈ [d] and l ∈ S. Suppose that this is not true. We may assume that V i,a ̸ = 0 and follows from (2.7) , compare the comments below (2.7), that the polybox codes V i,a
i c , and thus V i,a ̸ = 0. In the same way we show that V i,a
i c is rigid, these codes are equal. Then the set V i,a ∪ V i,a contains a twin pair, which is impossible.
Hence V i,l ̸ = 0 for every i ∈ [d] and l ∈ S. We now show that for every l, s ∈ S, l ̸ ∈ {s, s }, the code V i,l ∪ V i,s contains i-siblings. To do this, let us suppose on the contrary that there are i ∈ [d] and two letters in S, say a and b, such that there are no i-siblings 
= 0 because V does not contain twin pairs. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, |V| ≥ |V i,a | + |V i,b | ≥ 10, which is a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that for every i ∈ [d] and every two letters l, s ∈ S, l ̸ ∈ {s, s }, there are i-siblings in the set V i,l ∪ V i,s . Then for every i ∈ [d] there are at least 4 edges with the color i in the graph of siblings G = (V, E ) on V, and consequently there are at least 4d edges in the set E . To finish the proof we will show that V has to contain more than 7 vertices.
Let u 0 , v 0 ∈ V be such that
: v, u ∈ V and v, u are adjacent}.
Since |V| ≤ 7, we have d(v 0 )+d(u 0 ) ≤ 7, and then it follows from Lemma 2.11 that d(G) ≤ 7 2 . But d(G)|V| = 2|E | and 2|E | ≥ 32. Therefore, |V| > 7, which is a contradiction. Proof. To prove the first part of the lemma let us suppose that it is not true. We may assume that V i,a ̸ = 0 and V i,b = 0 for some i ∈ [d] . Observe that, by Corollary 3.4, the polybox code V i,l i c is rigid for every i ∈ [4] and l ∈ S. Therefore, exactly in the same way as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 4.2 we show that the codes V i,a i c and V i,a i c are equal, and consequently there is a twin pair in the set V i,a ∪ V i,a , which is a contradiction. Thus V i,l ̸ = 0 for every l ∈ S and i ∈ [4] . In the same way we show that W i,l ̸ = 0 for every l ∈ S and i ∈ [4] . Proof of (a).
, which is impossible. By Corollary 3.3, |V i,l | ≥ 5 and |W i,s | ≥ 5. Let us assume that |V i,l | = 5. Then, again by Corollary 3.3, the code V i,l is rigid, and thus the code V i,l 
for every x ∈ El ∩ Es. In the same manner we show that
for every y ∈ El ∩ Es . Clearly, (π i y ∩ ⋃ E(W)) i c = (π i y ∩ ⋃ E(V)) i c . By Lemma 2.9, |V| ≥ 12. Proof of (b). Let |V i,l | = 5 and suppose that there is x ∈ El such that
Since (π i x ∩ ⋃ E(V i,l )) i c = (π i x ∩ ⋃ E(W)) i c , the polybox codes V i,l i c and {w i c : w ∈ W and π i x ∩w ̸ = 0} are equivalent and thus equal because, by Corollary 3.3, the polybox code V i,l i c is rigid. Hence, v i c = w i c for some v ∈ V i,l and some w ∈ W. Then, by (a), |V| ≥ 12.
for every x ∈ El and
for every y ∈ El . Then, for every x ∈ El and y ∈ El , we have
It follows from Lemma 2.9, in which we take l 1 = l 2 = l, that |V| ≥ 12.
Proof of (c). By Lemma 4.1, for every w ∈ W such that w i ̸ ∈ {l, l } we havew∩ ⋃ E(V i,l ∪ V i,l ) = 0. Therefore V i,l ⊑ W i,l and V i,l ⊑ W i,l . By Corollary 3.3, |W i,l | ≥ 5 and |W i,l | ≥ 5, and from (b) we get |W| ≥ 12.
Proof of (d i c and hence there is a twin pair in V i,r ∪ V i,r , which is a contradiction. Therefore |V i,r | ≥ 6, |V i,r | ≥ 6 and then |V| ≥ 12.
Suppose that V i,r = 0 for some r ∈ {l, l , s, s , p, p }. We consider three cases.
In the first case we assume that V i,r ̸ = 0, V i,r ̸ = 0 for every r ∈ {l, s} and V i,p ̸ = 0, V i,p = 0. Then V i,p ⊑ W i,p by (P) in Section 2.9, and then |W i,p | ≥ 5 by Corollary 3.3. If W i,r ̸ = 0 and W i,r ̸ = 0 for every r ∈ {l, s}, then by (c) we may assume that |W i,r ∪ W i,r | ≥ 4 for r ∈ {l, s} which gives |W| > 12. Thus assume first that W i,l ̸ = 0, W i,l ̸ = 0 and W i,s ̸ = 0, W i,s = 0. If W i,p = 0, then, by (P), we have W i,p ⊑ V i,p which means, by Corollary 3.3, that |V i,p | ≥ 5. Consequently |V| > 12 because |V i,r ∪ V i,r | ≥ 4 for r ∈ {l, s}. If W i,p ̸ = 0, then only one distributions of words in W has to be considered: |W i,l ∪ W i,l | = 4, |W i,s | = 1, and |W i,p | = 5, |W i,p | = 1. It follows from (V) in Section 2.9 that |V i,p | ≥ 4, and from (P) and Corollary 3.3 we obtain |V i,s | ≥ 5. Since |V i,l ∪ V i,l | ≥ 4, we have |V| > 12. Assume now W i,l ̸ = 0, W i,l = 0 and W i,s ̸ = 0, W i,s = 0. Then, by (P) and Corollary 3.3, |V i,l | ≥ 5 and |V i,s | ≥ 5. Since V i,l ̸ = 0 and V i,s ̸ = 0, we have |V| ≥ 12.
In the second case we assume that V i,l ̸ = 0, V i,l ̸ = 0, V i,s ̸ = 0, V i,s = 0 and V i,p ̸ = 0, V i,p = 0. Then |W i,s | ≥ 5 and |W i,p | ≥ 5 by (P) and Corollary 3.3. If W i,s = 0 and W i,p = 0, then, by (P) and Corollary 3.3, |V i,s | ≥ 5 and |V i,p | ≥ 5. Then |V| ≥ 12 because V i,l ̸ = 0, V i,l ̸ = 0. Therefore we may assume that W i,s ̸ = 0 or W i,p ̸ = 0. Since |W i,s | ≥ 5, |W i,p | ≥ 5 and W i,l ∪ W i,l ̸ = 0, we have |W| ≥ 12. Finally, in the third case we assume that V i,r ̸ = 0 and V i,r = 0 for every r ∈ {l, s, p}. Then, by (P) and Corollary 3.3, |W i,r | ≥ 5 for every r ∈ {l, s, p}, and consequently |W| > 12.
Proof of (e). Suppose that V i,l ̸ = 0 and W i,l ̸ = 0 for every i ∈ [d] and every l ∈ S. Then v k = u k for every v ∈ V i,l with (w ∩v ) i c ̸ = 0. Indeed, if v k ̸ = u k for some v, then, by (2.3), Ew k ∩ Ev k ̸ ⊆ Ew k ∩ Eu k , which contradicts (4.1). Therefore, v ∈ V k,u k for every v ∈ V i,l such that (w ∩v ) i c ̸ = 0. Since the set of boxes {(w ∩v ) i c : v ∈ V i,l } is a suit for the (d − 1)-box (w ∩ȗ ) i c , which, by Lemma 2.2 and the fact that V is a twin pair free, does not contain a twin pair, it has to contain by Lemma 3.2 (a) at least five boxes. Therefore |V k,u k | ≥ 5. But u ∈ V k,u k , and thus |V k,u k | ≥ 6.
If |V k,u k | ≥ 2, then assuming, by (c), that |V k,l ∪ V k,l | ≥ 4, where l ̸ ∈ {u k , u k }, (recall that it was assumed that V i,l ̸ = 0 for every i ∈ [d] and every l ∈ S) we get |V| ≥ 12.
In the same way as above, we show that w k c = p k c , and then, by (a), |V| ≥ 12 or |V m,p m | ≥ 7 for some m ∈ [d]. This last inequality follows from that fact that the set {(w ∩v ) k c : v ∈ V k,u k } contains at least six boxes. Using the same arguments as before we show that there is m ∈ [d] such that w m ̸ = p m and v m = p m for every v ∈ V k,u k such that (w ∩v ) k c ̸ = 0, which gives |V m,p m | ≥ 6. Since p ∈ V m,p m and p ∉ V k,u k , we have |V m,p m | ≥ 7. By (c) we may assume that |V m,l ∪ V m,l | ≥ 4 for some l ∈ S \ {p m , p m }. Since |V m,p m | ≥ 1, it follows that |V| ≥ 12.
We have shown that if V i,l ̸ ⊑ W i,l , then |V| ≥ 12.
. Since V i,l ̸ = 0 and V i,l ̸ = 0, it follows by Corollary 3.3 that |W i,l | ≥ 5 and |W i,l | ≥ 5. Thus by (b) we obtain |W| ≥ 12.
Let now V i,l = 0 for some i ∈ [d] and some l ∈ S. By (d) we assume that S = {a, a , b, b }. By Lemma 4.3, the assumption V i,l = 0 leads to a contradiction for d = 4, and for d ≥ 5 it implies that |V| ≥ min{M d−1 , 12}. 2
If v ∈ S d and σ is a permutation of the set [d] , then σ * (v) = v σ (1) . . . v σ (d) . For every i ∈ [d] let h i : S → S be a bijection such that h i (l ) = (h i (l)) for every l ∈ S, and let h : S d → S d be defined by the formula
We say that polybox codes P, Q ⊂ S d are isomorphic if there are σ and h such that
Now we can prove Theorem 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. By Corollary 3.4, we may assume that d ≥ 4. We prove the theorem by induction on d.
We first consider the cases d = 4 and d = 5. Let d = 4. By Statement 4.4 (d), (e) and Lemma 4.3 we make the following assumptions: 
For simplicity we assume that w 1 = bbbb and w 2 = b b b b. By Cov w 1 we denote the family of all polybox codes V w 1 such that |V w 1 | ∈ {5, 7, 8, 9}. The family Cov w 1 can by easily computed. We can simplify computations using (2.7). Recall that by (2.7) we have ∑ v∈V w 1 g(v, w 1 ) = 16. Note that we may assume that g(v, w i ) ≤ 4 for every v ∈ V w i and i = 1, 2 because if g(v, w i ) = 8 for some v ∈ V w i and some i ∈ {1, 2}, then v j c = w i j c for some j ∈ [4] . Then, by (The form of V w 1 in the case |V w 1 | = 5 was described in Corollary 3.3.) In the last comments in Section 2.9 we showed how to use these solutions to decipher partially the structure of V w 1 . Let Cov w 1 (x, y, z) be the family of all codes V w 1 such that every code V w 1 (which does not contain a twin pair) contains exactly z words without the letter b, y words with one letter b and x words with two letters b. Simple computations show that where Cov w 1 (x, y, z) = 0 for every solution (x, y, z) of (4.2) which is different from (3, 2, 0), (2, 3, 2), (1, 5, 2), (0, 8, 0) and (1, 4, 4) . The codes B w 1 , . . . , G w 1 are non-isomorphic codes in the corresponding Cov w 1 (x, y, z), but in our case for every i ∈ [d] we consider only two bijections h i : The first is the identity and the second is h i (a) = a , h i (a ) = a, h i (b) = b and h i (b ) = b (compare the definition of the isomorphic codes before the proof). Making the substitution b → b at the first three position in every v ∈ P for every P ∈ Cov w 1 (x, y, z) we obtain Cov w 2 (x, y, z). For every k ∈ {5, 7, 8, 9} we will consider the system |V w 1 | = k and |V w 2 | ≥ k. Recall that if a word v ∈ S 4 contains a letter b at the position 1, 2 or 3, then v ̸ ∈ V w 2 and similarly, if v contains a letter b at the the position 1, 2 or 3, then v ̸ ∈ V w 1 . Let |V w 1 | = 5 and |V w 2 | = 5. Then there is i ∈ [4] such that v i = b for every v ∈ V w 1 (see Table 1 ).
Since |V w 2 | = 5, we can assume, by the case just considered, 
Let |V w 1 | ≥ 7 and |V w 2 | ≥ 7. An inspection of the codes C w 1 , . . . , G w 1 shows that every polybox code V w 2 from the family Cov w 2 (2, 3, 2) ∪ Cov w 2 (1, 5, 2) ∪ Cov w 2 (0, 8, 0) ∪ Cov w 2 (1, 4, 4) contains at least three words with the letter b at the positions 1, 2, 3. Thus in every such V w 2 there are at least three words which do not belong to V w 1 . Since |V w 1 | ≥ 7, we have |V w 1 ∪ V w 2 | ≥ 10. In the same way as above we obtain |V| ≥ 12. This completes the proof of the theorem for d = 4.
Let Therefore in what follows we assume that for every i ∈ [5] and every two letters l, s ∈ {a, a b, b } such that l ̸ ∈ {s, s } there are i-siblings u and v in V such that u i = l and v i = s. In particular, there are at least 4d edges in the set E , where G = (V, E ) is a graph of siblings on V (see Section 2.10).
Observe that we may assume that Without loss of generality we can take l = s = a because k ̸ = j.
Since |V j,b ∪ V j,b | ≥ 4 and |V k,b ∪ V k,b | ≥ 4, there are at least three words x, y, z in the set (V j,b ∪ V j,b ) ∩ (V \ (N(u 0 ) ∪ N(v 0 ))) and at least three wordsx ,ȳ ,z in the set (V k,b ∪ V k,b ) ∩ (V \ (N(u 0 ) ∪ N(v 0 ))). If {x, y, z} ̸ = {x ,ȳ ,z }, then |V| ≥ 12. Let us assume that {x, y, z} = {x ,ȳ ,z } and |V| = 11. Then x j , y j , z j ∈ {b, b } and x k , y k , z k ∈ {b, b }. On the other hand, the vertices u ∈ (N(v 0 ) ∪ N(u 0 )) \ (V j,a ∪ V j,a ) and v ∈ (N(v 0 ) ∪ N(u 0 )) \ (V k,a ∪ V k,a ) are such that u j ∈ {b, b } and v k ∈ {b, b }. Note that u k ∈ {a, a } and v j ∈ {a, a }, for otherwise u j , u k ∈ {b, b } or v j , v k ∈ {b, b } and then u ̸ ∈ N(v 0 ) ∪ N(u 0 ) or v ̸ ∈ N(v 0 ) ∪ N(u 0 ) which is not true. Since w j , w k ∈ {a, a } for every w ∈ (N(v 0 ) ∪ N(u 0 )) \ {u, v}, it follows that if x, y and z are joined with some vertices from the set N(u 0 ) ∪ N(v 0 ), then these vertices must be u or v. Assume without loss of generality that u j = b and v j = a. Since x, y, z can be joined only with u or v, there are no j-siblings p, q in V with p j = b and q j = a , which contradicts the assumption on i-siblings in V.
If d(v 0 ) + d(u 0 ) ≤ 7, then by Lemma 2.11 we have d(G) ≤ 7 2 . As d(G)|V| = 2|E | and 2|E | ≥ 40, we have |V| > 11. This completes the proof in the case d = 5.
Fix d ≥ 6 and assume that the theorem is true for every k ∈ {4, . . . , d − 1}. Then M k ≥ 12, where M k is defined in Lemma 4.3. Therefore we can make the same assumptions on V ⊂ S d as those for d = 5. In particular, d(v 0 ) + d(u 0 ) ≤ 8. Then it follows from Lemma 2.11 that d(G) ≤ 4. Since now 2|E | ≥ 48, we have |V| ≥ 12. By induction on d, the proof of the theorem is completed. Proof. Let V be a code for F such that F is an exact realization of V (see Section 2.6). Since |V| ≤ 11 and V does not contain a twin pair, by Corollary 4.5, if G is a polybox code which is equivalent to V, then G contains a twin pair or G = V. Thus if G is a realization of G, then there is a twin pair in G or G = F .
2
Remark 4.1. The estimate given in Theorem 2.7 is optimal. There are two equivalent polybox codes V, W ⊂ {a, a , b, b } 4 both without twin pairs and V ∩ W = 0; see [15] . These codes were used by Lagarias and Shor [14] and later on by Mackey [19] to construct counterexamples to Keller's cube tiling conjecture. In the context of this conjecture one of these codes was given first by Corrádi and Szabó in [2] , as an example of the maximum clique in a 4-dimensional Keller graph.
Twin pairs in cube tilings of ℝ d
From Theorem 2.7 we obtain the following result. i c are equivalent.) Thus |W i,l j | = |W i,l j |, and then ∑ k j=1 |W i,l j | = 2 d−1 , as |W| = 2 d . By the assumption on the number k, there is at least one j ∈ [k] such that |W i,l j | ≤ 11.
Since cliques in a d-dimensional Keller graph are polybox codes without twin pair which are written down in the alphabet S = {0, 1, 2, 3} with the complementation given by 0 = 2 and 1 = 3 we can define equivalent cliques in the Keller graph: Two cliques in a d-dimensional Keller graph with the vertex sets V and W are equivalent if ∑ v∈V g(v, w) = 2 d for every w ∈ W and ∑ w∈W g(w, v) = 2 d for every v ∈ V (compare the comments just after (2.7)). Thus Corollary 4.5 for cliques in the Keller graph reads as follows:
Corollary 5.5. Two equivalent cliques in a d-dimensional Keller graph which have at most 11 vertices are equal.
We extend the notion of a d-dimensional Keller graph. If S is an alphabet with a complementation, then a d-dimensional Keller graph on the set S d is the graph in which two vertices u, v ∈ S d are adjacent if they are dichotomous but do not form a twin pair.
The only difference between a d-dimensional Keller graph and a d-dimensional Keller graph on S d is that in the later the set of vertices is S d , where S an arbitrary alphabet with a complementation, while in a d-dimensional Keller graph we have S = {0, 2, 1, 3}, where 0 = 2 and 1 = 3.
From Corollary 5.1 we obtain the following Proof. Assume on the contrary that there is a clique W containing vertices u 1 , . . . , u k and |W| = 2 d . Thus, W is a partition code without twin pairs. Let W = W i,l 1 ∪ W i,l 1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ W i,l r ∪ W i,l r . Since u n i ̸ ∈ {u m i , (u m i ) } for every n, m ∈ {1, . . . , k}, n ̸ = m and u n ∈ W i,u n i ∪ W i,(u n i ) , u m ∈ W i,u m i ∪ W i,(u m i ) , it follows that r > 1 3 2 d−3 . By Corollary 5.1 there is a twin pair in W, which is a contradiction. Similarly, the case r + (T) ≥ 6 is out of reach for computers (see e.g. Section 3 in [4] ). Thus these three missing cases might be an "intermediate" from the perspective of these two methods of proof. The easiest is the case r + (T) = 5, as now we can use Theorem 2.7. This opinion is based on some successful experiments which have been made in cooperation with Magdalena Łysakowska. We believe that the case r + (T) = 4 can be attacked along the same lines like r + (T) = 5 (using Theorem 2.7 and the methods presented in the paper). However, the computations will be much more massive than those made in the case r + (T) = 5.
